Missing something? Perhaps you
expected further follow-up on the
secret bombing of Cambodia?
At [MORE], we wondered why the
press dropped the Cambodian bombing story . Our reporter got this answer :

"t don't know that there's any news
in it now . . . Who's going to sue
President Nixon for bombing some
peasants in Cambodia?
-Clifton Daniel, Washington Bureau
Chief, The New York Times
So they scissored the story . And the

Times is one of the best . Newsweek's
Pentagon man, Lloyd Norman, told us
Cambodia wasn't "sexy enough ."
That's a sample of the kind of news
perspective you'll get from reading
[MORE], the critical monthly review of
the print and broadcast press . [MORE]
gets behind the scissors and tells you
what you'll never learn from the
established news media, and who
makes the decisions, and why, and
how .
Our editors are people like Pulitzerprize winner J . Anthony Lukas, who
was with The New York Times for ten

years, and Brit Hume, who found the
Dita Beard ITT memo for his old boss
Jack Anderson . And writing for us are
some of the best reporters, writers
and broadcasters in the countrypeople like Michael Arlen, David
Halberstam, Jane Howard, Murray
Kempton, Nora Ephron, Calvin
Trillin, Nora Sayre, Taylor
Branch, Victor Navasky,
James Ridgeway, Stan
Gould, and many
more-who
write for

[MORE], despite the very modest fees
we can afford, because thay have
things to say that they can't say anywhere else .
We're after a new freedom of the
press-the freedom of every working
journalist to do a livelier, more literate,
more intelligent job of reporting the
news-all the news . So, pit your
scissors against the scissors you'll
never see in newsrooms, editorial
offices, and executive suites around
the country . Just clip the coupon
below .

